Increasing task demand by obstructing object recognition increases boundary extension.
Individuals consistently remember seeing wider-angle versions of previously viewed scenes than actually existed. The multi-source model of boundary extension (BE) suggests many sources of information contribute to this visual memory error. Color diagnosticity is known to affect object recognition with poorer recognition for atypically versus typically colored objects. Scenes with low-color diagnostic main objects and two versions of scenes with high-color diagnostic main objects (typically and atypically colored) were tested to determine if the reduced ability to identify the main object in a scene influences BE. Scenes were presented to one group of participants for 46 ms and another group for 250 ms. Each scene was followed by a mask and a request for a recognition response concerning the identity of the main object. The scene was then immediately presented again for testing and participants rated it as depicting a more close-up view, more wide-angle, or the same view as before. The study demonstrates that poorer encoding of main objects in scenes leads to increased BE, but trial-by-trial recognition accuracy had no relationship to BE magnitude. This finding provides further insight into the impact of task demand and main object recognition on BE.